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BREATHE

we will
live forever
Born in 1979, anGie seah is distinctive in the continually evolving line-up of art
and artists from Singapore. anGie engages her concerns through platforms that
appear as diverse as they are illimitable such as community centered workshops
that have become an increasingly essential component in her practice in recent
years. This, in addition to traditional methods she is known to employ such as
ceramics making, drawing, painting, sculpting, sound, music, performance, video
and installation art.
We Will Live Forever transpired from an intimate meditation
stirred by the tribulations of prophet Jonah in its Islamic
context. After a failed mission in converting the people of
Niveneh, a city in ancient Assyria, Jonah later had to throw
himself off a boat onto the stormy night sea. According to the
seamen’s polytheistic traditions, this sacrificial ritual was the exchange required
to ensure their safety. Here, he was then swallowed by a whale and conveyed
deeper into darkness and isolation. From the blind night storm, into the blackness
of the deep sea, and consumed by the whale’s suffocating stomach. By divine
will, Jonah was eventually expelled onto a remote island, recuperated and
subsequently found his way safely back home. Although incomparable
to the legend of Jonah, anGie’s personal battle is dotted by a shuffling of
overlapping responsibilities as artist, woman, spouse, daughter and Muslim of
Chinese lineage.

Evocative drawings, paintings, sculptures, videos and photographs come together
in We Will Live Forever as coded analogies and berthing markers, mostly indicating
anGie’s personal dialogues on subjects of time, spirit, kinship,
purpose and being. This expansive repertoire of media used
may appear schizophrenic; but in fact, they are strategic, multidimensional means in achieving personal and artistic resolution.
In introspect, our being today is often highly inflected by the
breakneck pace and bulldozing hubris of currencies manufactured
and systematically injected into social order by others. As a result,
we find ourselves trotting out of an involuntary web to rearticulate
and elevate personal and existential relevance. If negligent, both our
mind and bodies collapse. Here, as an artist, anGie seah demonstrates
the activation of art as help devices and tools in the arbitration of both personal
and collective loss.

Khairuddin Hori
Curator and partner & curatorial director of Chan + Hori Contemporary

Look not at the things which are
seen, but at the things which
are not seen; For what is seen is
temporal, and what is unseen,
eternal.
To persevere is my living quest,
with dooming revelations realised
and burning salvation upheld.
I constantly rage against time
to elevate human life and its
tenacious spirit.
Like a luminary clock against the
sky, I tread around the mind’s
jadedness and loss, tiptoeing
reality in an analogue world.
Wishing upon an escape into a
fragmentary blue.

breathe
Ian Woo

Breathe…
Mountains that look like teeth, a brain that resembles a lake. A lake possessing
the energy of churning waters. An eye that is tearing and looking at the universe.
Surrealism in the form of a broken body, worn by the engineering of a perfect
environment.
‘No future, no past, no time. Just here’ appears scrawled on one of anGie seah’s
clock paintings. What appears like wave like gestures gathering in a shape of a
fish are made on core surfaces of sliced wood trunks. The images are painted
directly, without fuss or detail. Simply dictated by an impulse. An impulse to send
a signal.
Seah talks about the inspiration behind these painted trunks.
They come from the story of Jonah being swallowed by a big
fish, a parable about human repentance and God’s initiation
of a second chance. This metaphor of the big fish appears in
several of Seah’s paintings, at times accompanied by a mechanized clock. The
rendering of fishes and water patterns are mostly incomplete, hinted by broken
rather than continuous lines. Waiting to be completed by the viewer. Paint marks
and lines are etched like metamorphosing thought bubbles. Lines quiver to take
their place in each picture, gathering into shapes. Lines and gesture take on a
‘thinking’ mobility, revealing the nuances of a disembodied physic emotion. At
times, shapes can be both form and space, suggesting ambiguity at play, recovery
of gravity denied.

The distribution of signal by way of singing and speaking is also alluded by the
illustrations of the artist holding up parts of the body of ‘a fish’. She performs with
the hollowed-out fish like a loud Hailer. Speaking or even singing into it - Singing
a song from the body of a fish, breathing the sea within the body of a fish. When
one waits in the body of a fish, time does not exist.
Memory is activated and conscious again through the act of drawing. Sheets of
paper scattered around the room, fragments of a whole being cut out. Cutting
or cropping as a way of framing time and space. Framing time is consciousness
recollected, imaginary architectonic constructions from a body, attempting to play
mental catchup. Slowly, by virtue of juxtaposing elements, the mind and body
becomes connected again.
If one has lost their heart, how does one go about looking for it?
Drawing and painting is characterization and style. Style reveals
sensation translated. A mirroring of loss, sadness, fear or a euphoria
of joy and happiness. Channeling between the ghost of modern
art or an incident heard in a Leonard Cohen song, Seah probes an
imaginary palette from a personal library of poetry and songs. Drawing is
listening and looking, searching of an antidote to comfort the body at stake.
Breathe.
Teeth that look like mountains. A sea that thinks it is a dream. A mind possessing
the energy of swirling waters. An eye, looking at you as time stands still.

Ian Woo is an artist and musician influenced by forms of modernism, perceptual
abstraction and the sound structures of music improvisation. Woo’s work is in the
collection of major institutions such as ABN AMRO, Singapore Art Museum, The Istana
Singapore, National Gallery Singapore, UBS, and the Mint Museum of Craft & Design,
USA. His paintings are featured in the publication “Art Cities of the Future: 21st Century
Avant-Gardes”, a publication by Phaidon 2013.

a tear is an
intellectual thing
anGie seah and the Art of Self-Help

Michelle Ho (MH): We last spoke about your practice during your 2012 solo
exhibition Primal Screams at The Substation with the subject matter of emotions
being an ongoing theme in your work. At that time, your works made an important
distinction between the sentimental and the moody. We Will Live Forever continues
this exploration of psychological states. The exhibition presents an appearance
of cheerfulness, but it also seems to be an intentional strategy, or a coping
mechanism to deal with a deeper anxiety.

You and I will fade away
till eternity we will meet again.
To climb higher or to search deeper
I submit to the ONE who appreciates
the smallest human gesture.
Time doesn’t wait
Peace to the world

Angie Seah (AS): The title of the exhibition is a form of
reassurance, and a reminder of how to outlive moments
in life when the human spirit is weak. With this show, I’ve
started to introduce the idea of Self-Help into my work.
Self-Help and forms of personal therapy have been a major category of literature
of modern day society. I wanted to see how this dimension could be brought into
the process of art-making.
MH: This can be seen in the work Surrender of Sweet Satire, a work taking the
form of a motivational video, and Six Is For Down and Up, a series of instructional
posters that seek to give additional meaning to daily mundane rituals. Can you
share more about this push for affirmative gestures as a theme in your new work?
AS: We live in an increasing anxious world today. There is more cynicism and
jadedness, and things around me are slowly losing a certain glow. Yet life goes
on. We are still present – living and breathing. With this show, art-making is a way
of finding my way home, making sense of the meaning of existence: Who I am
and why am I here? How can one develop the right frame of mind to re-centre
ourselves, and have the courage to trust our intuition, and continue being true to
ourselves?

Surrender of Sweet Satire was made during a time when I wasn’t feeling well, and
there was a sense of the distortion in dreams and reality. In the work, there are
elements of story-telling from songs and instructions from my yoga teacher, with
the simple instruction of breathing. During this time, just to follow instructions
can be a very hard thing. The works helped me form the habit of following positive
actions, one at a time, as part of healing. Six for Down and Up is a series of photo
mounted on Chinese scrolls that engage with the three languages I use in my
daily life, to interpret images. The art of Chinese scrolls is sometimes associated
Chinese philosophy and poetry. I wanted to use this idea to present other personal
narratives.
MH: We can also see this idea in certain motifs that you have introduced in this
exhibition. For example, the icons of the cabbage, the ladder and the tail of the
whale appear prominently in some works.
AS: The motif of the ladder has always been a symbolic one for me. You can look
at it as a tool to climb higher, or one that brings you down and deeper.
MH: Something like what a person sees in half a cup of water, and whether it is
empty or full?
AS: It can be read that way. Ultimately, it represents a form of
support for me, and the journey goes on. With the cabbage motif,
I wanted to present this idea of the many layers of the self, and
what might one find when we peel further to get underneath.
These layers are like protection. But it also reflects a certain
sense of isolation. Sometimes in life, we have to numb ourselves
– put ourselves almost in a “vegetative state”, to cope with the things that are
happening. Yet we can’t divorce ourselves entirely from stimuli and sensation. It’s
a beautiful paradox.
The work A Cup of Solace speaks about the mundane activity of drinking. Drinking
water daily is something habitual we all do without thinking. In the work, I
want to bring back a certain awareness to the things that we do, and mark these
moments of consciousness, when the self is talking to the self. Biting a cup

each time we think of a past regret is also a way of marking our existence, and
moving on.
MH: Another work Timeless Series takes the form of six clocks and three of them
have been programmed to slow down, or speed up the experience of time. They
won’t be able to perform the function of telling time, in the context of practical
daily living. But at the same time, your intervention seems to suggest that forgoing
a conventional standard of time, can be rewarding.
AS: The measure of time is related to the idea of accomplishing tasks. When I
look at a clock, the constant mechanisms made me think about motion, movement
and time slipping by. There are times that we cannot wait to move faster into the
next day. And yet there are times we do not want the day to stop. This series of
works is also my way of saying that it is okay, and that we can measure our own
time.
This series of works is also about confronting time, and wasted time. In the
process, we may yet find something productive.
MH: Compared with your previous show that dealt with emotions in a more
abstract way, We Will Live Forever is yourself laid bare. You’ve engaged with a
cheerful palette of colours in whimsical drawings and patchwork collages. You’ve
also started to incorporate text. There is a pointed sense of disclosure and one
that is quite direct.
AS: I don’t normally like to use text in my work because artists don’t
often feel like saying things directly. Emotions can be a dangerous
place. But in this show, I use a lot of text, as an extension of that
realm. It’s a very honest show.
Ambiguity and open-endedness tend to be readings that are preferred
in today’s contemporary art. The works of artists are often framed in
social, historical or political contexts. That itself is a form of filter,
and a form of posturing. I’m not saying it is inauthentic, but why can’t
artists be more earnest? Intentional naivety should be a legitimate
form of artistic expression.

MH: This is also one of your most personal shows to date.
Some of your drawings incorporate self-reflections, and
self-discovered wisdoms. The realm of Emotion has been
one that has been situated as the opposite of Rationality.
One of your works – A Tear Is An Intellectual Thing - presents
a curious counterpoint.
AS: Adult life teaches us to hide our tears. But there is liberation in shedding
tears. The confrontation of sadness is actually the most honest thing one could
do for oneself. That feeling of not being able to explain sadness, and the futility
of the attempt, can be a very profound realisation. It is also very pure. How can it
not be intellectual? When you can’t define something, it’s a beautiful realisation.
That realisation is beyond explanation, and beyond rationalisation.
Michelle Ho is a curator and writer. Formerly a curator at the Singapore Art Museum, she
has led the acquisition strategies of its contemporary art collection, and was in charge
of its Thailand collection. She has curated numerous exhibitions of contemporary
Chinese, Japanese and Southeast Asian art, including Time of Others (2015), Image
& Illusion: Video Works from the Yokohama Museum of Art (2014) and was also a cocurator of the 2013 Singapore Biennale. She currently heads the ADM Gallery at the
School of Art, Design and Media, Nanyang Technological University.
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